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Abstract. In this paper we identify and formulate two optimization tasks solved in connection
with training DL models and constructing adversarial examples. This guides our review of opti-
mization methods commonly used within the DL community. Simultaneously, we present find-
ings from the literature concerning metaheuristics and black-box optimization. We focus on well-
known optimizers suitable for solving RN tasks, which achieve good results on benchmarks and
in competitions. Finally, we look into the research connected with utilizing metaheuristic opti-
mization methods in combination with deep learning models.
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1. Introduction

Deep learning (DL) methods have been very successful in recent years, with a myriad of models
and results presented in the literature. Some of the most prominent DL methods include applications
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connected with image processing (like object recognition [1, 2] or image segmentation [3, 4]) and
natural language processing (like creating word embeddings [5, 6], language modeling [7] or machine
translation [8]) to name only a few. As is the case with the majority of machine learning models,
the effectiveness of these solutions is tightly coupled with our ability to train them, usually using
data sets of significant size. This explains the importance of optimization methods used within the
DL ecosystem which made such accomplishments possible. Many optimization methods have been
developed alongside modeling techniques and are widely adapted within the community. However, it
should be noticed that the spectrum of available optimization techniques is much broader, and many
interesting and robust approaches exist, yet are rarely used in connection with DL.

In this paper we identify and define the optimization tasks solved in connection with training
predictive models and generating adversarial examples. We then analyze the dimensionalities of such
tasks solved during the training of selected successful DL models. Furthermore, we present some of
the optimization algorithms often used in the DL domain. This reveals problems connected with local
minima and the stability of the obtained solutions. Secondly, we review the available metaheuristics in
search for methods suitable for solving optimization tasks similar to the ones found within DL. This
allows us to evaluate the feasibility of applying metaheuristics to DL and name the potential gains
from such an approach.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we identify and define common optimization
tasks solved in connection with DL and present an overview of the most commonly used methods
of solving them. Section 3 introduces the notion of metaheuristics and provides brief descriptions of
some important algorithms within that domain. In Section 4 we recognize some current attempts at
utilizing metaheuristics within DL, and Section 5 provides a summary and conclusions.

2. Optimization in DL

From a very wide perspective, constructing machine learning models involves gathering training data,
defining the model architecture and estimating all the necessary parameters. The last part consists of
solving an optimization task in which the model’s performance is evaluated using some loss function.

More formally, let D ∈ ∆ denote the training data set within domain ∆. D is used to train model
f̂ with parameter vector θ ∈ Θ. To enable model evaluation, a loss function L : Θ → R is given
which estimates the performance of model f̂ on D. From an optimization perspective, training model
f̂ consists of solving the following minimization task:

θ∗ = arg min
θ∈Θ
L(θ;D) , (1)

where θ∗ denotes the optimal parameter vector whose values are constrained to the Θ set.
Such a formulation of model training is very broad and admits both supervised and unsupervised

learning tasks. For example, in the case of classification, f̂ would denote a parameterized classifier,
D would be a set consisting of (x, y) pairs where x is the attribute vector and y the class label random
variable, and finally L could be defined using cross entropy between the actual and predicted label
distributions. On the other hand, if clustering is to be considered, then the training set D would
contain unlabeled objects and L would be a function evaluating the quality of the obtained clustering.
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In order to make this formulation more tangible we identify major groups of DL models and present
the challenges connected with training them in Section 2.1.

(a) Classified as:“macaw” (b) Classified as:“flamingo”

Figure 1. An adversarial example (1b) generated using the DeepFool method [9]. Although the differences
from the original (1a) are relatively small, the classifier (ResNet-34 [2]) makes a mistake.

Although model training is a central part of DL, it is not the only application of optimization
methods within this domain. One other application is connected with the phenomenon of adversarial
examples [10], which are defined as inputs which have been deliberately perturbed in order to induce
errors in trained prediction models. This concept may be grasped by analyzing the example in Fig.
1, where a well performing classifier is deceived by a small perturbation applied to the given input.
The observation that perturbations which seem irrelevant to a human eye may prove to be disastrous
to image classification models has drawn much attention to this subject. In effect, intense studies have
been conducted during recent years to develop both the methods to generate adversarial examples
([11, 9, 12]) and algorithms protecting the models from such attacks ([13, 14, 15]).

In the case of classification, constructing adversarial examples may be formalized as follows.
Given a classifier f and an input vector x ∈ X , we define an (untargeted) adversarial example x̃∗ ∈ X
as a solution to the following minimization task:

x̃∗ = arg min
x̃∈X

d(x̃,x) , (2)

s.t.: f(x̃) 6= f(x) , (3)

where d denotes a chosen distance measure used to make the perturbations “small”. The key
difference from tasks connected with parameter training is that the optimization is performed in the
input space X , not parameter space Φ. There is, however, a method which bridges both these tasks
called adversarial training [15]. We present it along with some of the optimization algorithms utilized
in the context of adversarial examples in Section 2.3.

2.1. Model training tasks

When analyzing the model training optimization task defined in (1), it is clear that the difficulty of the
task greatly depends on the parameter space Θ which is defined by the structure of model f̂ . Although
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there are many types of neural network architectures, well outside the scope of this paper, in this
section we highlight some key concepts to make the subject more tangible.

Some of the simplest types of neural network architectures are Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP),
which in their basic form consist of neurons grouped into layers connected in a feed-forward manner.
Specifically, this means that connections are only allowed from neurons in the i-th layer to neurons
in the (i + 1)-th layer. The overall network structure can be therefore described using a directed,
acyclic graph and thus individual model parameters are represented as weights on the edges of this
graph. An example of such architecture is given in Fig. 2. From the optimization perspective, training
an MLP network corresponds to minimizing the loss function in the domain of weights; therefore
the dimensionality of Θ is directly connected to the number of weights in such a network. Such an
observation remains true for most, if not all, neural architectures, however, as we discuss below, it is
not always a direct one-to-one correspondence.
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Figure 2. A simple MLP neural network with two-dimensional inputs x ∈ R2, two hidden layers with activa-
tion function g and a single output ŷ ∈ R.

Although MLPs provide very robust predictive models, for some tasks the number of parameters
may become impractically large. For example, in the case of image processing, the input space X
is highly dimensional, and creating a model consisting of multiple fully connected layers leads to
enormous numbers of weights that need to be estimated during training. Convolutional Neural Net-
works (CNNs) are one type of architecture which helps in resolving such issues [16]. These models
are feed-forward in principle just like MLPs, however they utilize what are known as convolutional
layers, which have a more sophisticated structure, i.e. they use local connections and weight sharing
to reduce the number of model parameters. CNNs are well suited to tasks in which the inputs are
organized in structures (like sequences, matrices or tensors) in which locality plays an important role.
Two prominent examples of such tasks are image classification tasks (where the inputs correspond to
pixel values from different color channels and are naturally organized in tensors) and sequence pro-
cessing tasks (where the temporal dimension or simply the order in the sequence plays a similar role).
Training basic CNNs requires a lower number of parameters to be estimated than connections in the
network because of the weight sharing property, which causes multiple connections in the network to
be controlled by a single parameter. This means that the dimensionality of Θ may be lower than the
number of weights in the given network.

The feed-forward architecture briefly discussed above is static models which have no natural mea-
sures to maintain states. Although this might be sufficient for many tasks, there are domains, like
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natural language processing, which require contextual information to be stored. One suitable group of
models for such cases are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [17], for which the connection graphs
are not acyclic. This sets them apart from architectures like MLPs and allows RNNs to maintain
some contextual information within the loop-back connections. In practice, such models are often
unfolded into feed-forward networks which makes training them an easier task. An example of such
an operation is depicted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. A simple RNN with no outputs (left) along with its unfolded version (right). The superscripts denote
the temporal dimension.

One serious drawback of such an operation is however the exploding/vanishing gradient prob-
lem. This is a phenomenon recognized in deep networks with many hidden layers, which may make
gradient optimization methods unstable and parameter estimation very difficult. A breakthrough has
been introduced by the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model [18], which defined a concept of
LSTM cells and in principle resolved this issue. Note that this is one of the cases in which the model
architecture needed to be modified in order to make applying gradient-based methods possible. Also,
regarding the exploding/vanishing gradient problem, recent research suggests that it is possible to train
a very deep model (10 000 hidden layers) using gradient methods without using specialized architec-
ture, only careful weight initialization [19].

The concepts highlighted above have become the basis of many types of architectures introduced
in recent years. When considering the complexity of optimization tasks solved during the training of
these models, the dimensionality of the parameter space Θ should be considered. To make this more
tangible, in Table 1 we present a couple of examples of successful models from various domains in
which DL is applied today. It may be noticed that training involves optimization in complicated spaces
with many millions of dimensions, however whether this is a global or a local optimization depends
on the specific case. From the algorithmic perspective, gradient methods currently seem to be the most
widely used tool for training DL models. We provide an overview of specific methods in the following
section.

2.2. Gradient methods

As stated before, finding the best set of model parameters θ for f̂ is an optimization task that minimizes
the value of the defined loss function L(θ;D). If the loss function is differentiable, optimization
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# Model Parameters Year Task

1 Inception [1] 6.8M 2015
Image classification2 ResNet 110 [2] 1.7M

2016
3 ResNet 1202 [2] 19.4M

4 word2vec [5] 900M1 2013
Word embeddings

5 FastText [6] 600M1 2018

6 FCNV-GG16 [3] 134M
2015

Image segmentation7 FCN-GoogLeNet [3] 6M
8 FRRN [4] 17.7M 2017
1 values estimated on the pretrained model provided by the authors, which

consists of 300 dimensional vectors for large numbers of words

Table 1. Model sizes of some recent DL models created for various tasks.

methods based on the objective function gradient w.r.t. model parameters can be used (for neural
networks, this gradient is usually calculated using the famous backpropagation algorithm [20]). This
allows for iterative updates of the model towards better results. Parameters are updated in the opposite
direction of the computed gradient∇θL(θ;D). This is the merit of the gradient descent method, where
the main update step can be defined as:

θt+1 = θt − λ · ∇θtL(θt;D) , t = 1, 2, 3, . . . (4)

where λ is the learning rate, which defines the step size taken in a single update. After an appro-
priate number of updates, when the optimization aim is attained, the model is considered to be trained
and ready for use. This can be the result of finding either a local or a global optimum. When the
model is being trained, the loss function value (which should be a proxy value for solving a task for
the trained model, e.g. classification, regression, clustering) becomes minimized.

All the state-of-the-art models presented in Section 2.1 are trained with methods based on gradient
computation and use some kind of gradient descent update. These methods are covered in detail in this
section. This only proves the current state of optimization tasks for DL models: that gradient methods
are considered to be standard and the most common method for learning network parameters. This
success is also propelled by the fact that GD methods are first-class optimizers for many popular DL
frameworks, used for research in academia and industry, e.g. Tensorflow [21], PyTorch [22].

This situation — that GD methods are the first choice for DL network training or even considered
to be the only way — resulted in an interesting phenomenon where the approach for solving ML tasks
changed. Initially, a model was chosen for a defined problem and then the optimization method for
finding its parameters was selected, and now, the DL network architecture is adjusted to the defined
problem and the solid implementation of a widely used optimization method. Thus, the model itself
is changed in order to make a training task achievable. Two well-known examples for DL can be
recalled here. The first is the special architecture for feed-forward neural networks (FFNNs) called
the Highway Network [23]. This is an example of how to cope with very deep networks that are
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trained using gradient-based methods. The second example is for a recurrent network, when a gradient
propagation through time starts to be problematic. In order to solve that problem, gated units have been
proposed, e.g. LSTM [18] and GRU [24], and are proven to be successful in tandem with GD training
methods.

However, the majority of available optimizers based on GD methods do not solve the task of train-
ing DL networks using the presented basic approach. It can be done for some simple models, but for
more complicated ones, or when experimenting on different settings, this approach would be insuffi-
cient. Thus, some improvements have been proposed over the years. In the following paragraphs, first
the strategies of how to calculate the gradient are presented. Then, the remaining problems of using
the basic GD method for DL are indicated. Some of these problems are addressed with variations of
GD methods. The most commonly used ones in DL are described here. Finally, the methods based on
second order information about gradients in the context of DL are presented.

Batch, mini-batch, stochastic GD, and on-line learning.
The information about the derivative of the loss function w.r.t. each model parameter is needed

for each step of gradient descent. This calculation can be done in different ways while the DL is being
trained. The normal way for the basic GD method is to get it calculated over the whole available data
set D (either it is an unsupervised task or supervised in the form of (X,Y )). This is called batch
gradient descent. The update is given:

θt+1 = θt − λ · ∇θtL(θt;D) (5)

In each update, the whole data set has to be iterated in order to get the gradient value. In other
words, from a machine-learning point of view, the model receives one step of a gradient descent in
each epoch. Considering the sizes of modern data sets like ImageNet, MultiSNLI and the number
of DL model parameters, this could be computationally infeasible and appropriate only for small-toy
examples.

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) does updates for each record. The update equation:

θt+1 = θt − λ · ∇θtL(θt; di) (6)

reflects that for each data observation record di ∈ D, the gradient is calculated and a descent step is
performed. When this method answers the problem of going through the whole dataset for a single up-
date, other shortcomings emerge. The most important one is convergence, even to the local minimum.
Because of the very different, and even contradictory, gradients from a single example to another, the
model can perform many unnecessary fluctuations. In order to decrease this effect, methods for proper
randomization or providing examples in a specific order [25] can be useful for overall training success.
The SGD method is a type of on-line machine learning where gradient is used. In on-line machine
learning, observations from the dataset D are available in sequential order and update the model (in
the case of DL – parameters) at each step [26].

Both of the described methods: batch and stochastic, can be considered as going from one extreme
to the other — from using a whole dataset to a single-random record per update respectively. In
between those two, there is a third method — mini-batch gradient descent. This can be presented in a
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single line update equation:

θt+1 = θt − λ · ∇θL(θt; di, . . . , di+n−1) (7)

where di ∈ D is a single observation and n is the number of observations in the mini-batch. This
method is a trade-off between the computational time of an all-dataset batch and accuracy. The size
of the mini-batch is here a hyperparameter for the whole process of training the DL model, which can
be adjusted for a specific use case. Currently, this is the most popular method for training DL models.

Even having a few strategies for when and how the gradient is calculated does not answer other
problems that are connected with different aspects of training DL models with GD. Some of these
problems were identified and described in survey paper [27]. The main ones are:

• choosing the right learning rate [28],

• learning rate schedules — adjusting the learning rate during the training,

• using the same learning rate for all model parameters,

• a highly non-convex error function, with many sub-optimal local minimas. This problem be-
comes bigger if the situation is connected with saddle points for high-dimensional optimization
[29].

In order to answer some of these problems, a number of techniques have emerged. The description
below presents the most popular ones.

The first and the simplest of those methods tries to eliminate oscillations of update steps towards
the local optimum using a momentum. The momentum is considered as a way of accelerating SGD
in the relevant direction. It does this by adding a fraction of the previous update vector to the current
one, with µ ∈ (0, 1):

vt = µvt−1 + λ∇θL(θt)

θt+1 = θt − vt
(8)

A similar approach to this, but done in a slightly different way, is taken in the method called
Nesterov acceleration gradient (NAG) [30], where at first the jump is done based on the momentum
direction and the gradient is calculated. Then the correction is made for the set parameters:

vt = µvt−1 + λ∇θL(θt − µvt−1)

θt+1 = θt − vt
(9)

This approach should alleviate the effect of unnecessary hill climbing when the momentum is big.
Both of these methods presented do not address the problem of setting a proper value for the

learning rate itself. Not to mention the strategy how it can change over a time of model training.
Considering DL architectures used nowadays this is very important, as the neurons in each layer
learn differently and are expected to play a different role in the prediction process. This results in a
variation of the gradient magnitude across different layers. In contrast, while training DL models, a
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vanishing gradient problem can also cause a lot of issues. Both problems can be tackled by properly
adjusting the learning rate. In work [31] devoted to adaptive sub-gradient methods for on-line learning
and stochastic optimization, the authors proposed the AdaGrad optimization technique, which takes
updates of parameters as follows:

θt+1 = θt − λ
∇θL(θt)√
Gt + ε

(10)

where Gt is a diagonal matrix, where each diagonal element i, i is the sum of the squares of
the gradient of the parameter θi w.r.t to loss function L, ε is a smoothing term and the division is
performed elementwise. The adapted learning rate is then applied to the current gradient in a dot
product operation in order to calculate the final update.

The AdaGrad method is still used and it is one of the standards in industry [32]. It removes the need
to manually tune the learning rate. However, it still has its main drawback that the sum of the gradients
is accumulated over time and the learning rate can only be smaller while the model is being trained.
This is especially crucial in a situation where the gradient at the very beginning of training is large,
as this will influence the rest of the training process with smaller learning rates. The algorithm Root
Mean Square Propagation (RSMProp) [33] addresses this problem by applying a decaying average of
squared gradients. The update step for this algorithm can be presented in:

rt = µrt−1 + (1− µ)g2
t (11)

vt =
√
rt + ε (12)

θt+1 = θt −
λ

vt
◦ ∇θL(θt) (13)

where µ is the forgetting rate parameter and E[g2]t is the decaying average of square gradients,
gt = diag(Gt) for the sake of brevity. However, still the units of such an update do not match the units
of the parameters. To tackle this issue a different approach to an adaptive learning rate was proposed
in [34] as Adadelta. This method changes the nominator of gradient adjustment components by using
the RMS of the squared averages of the updates. The fraction of the current gradient is then taken
based the comparison of two RMSs of averages.

The last method that will be described here is an adaptive moment estimation – Adam [35].
This method uses the exponentially decaying average of past squared gradients p (like RMSProp and
Adadelta) and the average of gradients r (similar to momentum).

Apart from the first order methods described in this section, some second order approaches are uti-
lized in connection with training neural network models like L-BFGS-B [36] or (usually for smaller
models) Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation [37, 38]. We mention these methods for complete-
ness, but a full description is out of the scope of this paper.

2.3. Optimization in adversarial examples

A different niche in which optimization techniques are being used in combination with DL models is
the construction of adversarial examples. The task is to create perturbations to a given input vector x
which will induce a desired response from the given model f̂ . Methods which are designed for that
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purpose are called attack methods and currently are often developed in the context of classification
models. From a security perspective, one important aspect is the threat model under which a given
attack or defense technique has been developed [39]. This model explicitly declares what type of
information the attacker has access to and what kind of actions are feasible for him. For adversarial
attacks, usually the model specifies the following conditions:

• knowledge of the model’s architecture and parameters,

• access to the model’s predictions,

• information about the randomness source used by the model,

• information about training data used to prepare the model.

On one side of the spectrum of possible attacks are methods which assume full knowledge of
the underlying model (known as the white-box setting). One such method, called Deep Fool [9],
is presented in Algorithm 1. This approach iteratively searches for an adversarial perturbation by
assuming that the attacked model may be approximated by an affine function in the local neighborhood
of the input vector xi. It then performs gradient descent towards a region in which the classifier will
change its decision.

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of DeepFool for binary classifiers with classes {−1, 1}.
Input: Attacked image x ∈ RN and classifier f̂ : RN → R
Output: Adversarially perturbed image
x0 ← x, i← 0;

while sign
(
f̂(xi)

)
= sign

(
f̂(x0)

)
do

ri ← − f̂(xi)

||∇f̂(xi)||22
∇f̂(xi);

xi+1 ← xi + ri;
end
return xi;

On the other side of the spectrum, methods exist which both assume no knowledge about the
attacked model and have no direct access to it — only the returned class labels are available. One
of the most effective versions of such methods is the Boundary Attack [40] presented in Algorithm
2. The method starts from an initial (adversarial) location x0 and operates in a fashion similar to hill
climbing with a dedicated mutation operator — from a given location xi−1, the mutation is performed
by drawing a random dislocation vector from a proposal distribution P(xi−1) and moving it to a new
location only if it is adversarial. The key aspect is the construction of the P(xi−1) distribution, which
ensures that the vector xi ∼ P(xi−1) is closer to the original image x than xi−1. It should be noted
that because the attack starts from an already adversarial point, it may be applied both in a targeted
(where the goal is to force the classifier to assign a specific class to the given image) and an untargeted
setting (where the goal is only to force the classifier to change its decision).
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of Boundary Attack method.

Input: Attacked image x, classifier’s f̂ decision d(x) and maximal number of iterations
Output: Adversarially perturbed image
x0 ∼ U(0, 1) s.t. x0 is adversarial, i← 0;
while i < maximal number of iterations do

ri ∼ P(xi−1);
if xi−1 + ri is adversarial then

xi ← xi−1 + ri;
else

xi ← xi−1;
end
i← i+ 1;

end
return xi;

When considering the character of the optimization tasks solved during adversarial attacks, a cou-
ple of aspects may be noticed. First of all, the dimensionality of the goal functions depend on the
dimensionality of inputs rather than parameter spaces, and effectively these are (usually) lower when
considering large DL models like the ones from Table 1. Furthermore, the goal function might be
twofold. If white-box access to the predictions is assumed, the attack can observe, for example, the
score that the model assigns to a specific class label. The goal is to minimize this score sufficiently.
In the black-box scenario, where only predicted class labels are available, the goal function is either
flat or simply measures the magnitude of the perturbation (or equivalently the distance between the
original and perturbed images). However in this case, the optimization constraints are very problem-
atic as only solutions for which the model makes a desired type of mistake are feasible. All in all, it
is a problematic optimization space with constraints that are very expensive to evaluate and usually a
limited budget of such evaluations.

3. Metaheuristics

The term “metaheuristic” was coined by Glover [41]. It is used for heuristic search methods that have
a master strategy that guides and modifies the base heuristic. Nowadays this group includes a plethora
of algorithms. Not all of them are of equal importance to the optimization community and for the
applications, including DL. Most metaheuristics are nature-inspired algorithms; therefore they can
be grouped by the source of the inspiration. What is more, some natural phenomena have attracted
so much attention that associated algorithms can be sub-grouped even further. Generally, each such
group has its root — a breakthrough concept, which is extended by its followers. Since, according
to the “no free lunch” theorem [42], there cannot be a single best performing algorithm, selecting a
proper optimization method for a given task is very important, yet difficult.
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3.1. In search of good methods

A search of good optimization methods can be started from the set of the winners of optimization
competitions. There are several families of these. Each competition is connected to a set of bench-
mark functions and requires a different experimental setup. Even though most benchmarks publish
equations of the objective functions that should be optimized, the functions should be treated as black
box, i.e., knowledge gained from analysis of the equations cannot be used to design the optimization
procedure.

A wide family of optimization competitions is connected with the Congress on Evolutionary
Computation (CEC). The experimental procedure and function definitions for both CEC’2017 and
CEC’2018 competitions on single objective real-parameter numerical optimization have been de-
scribed in [43]. The benchmark consists of 30 functions with different characteristics. The experi-
ments are performed in 10, 30, 50 and 100 dimensions. The optimization is finished when an optimal
value (within a given error margin) is found or when the budget of 104N objective function evaluations
is exploited, where N is the problem dimensionality.

Another benchmark [44] is used during the workshops on real-parameter black-box optimization
benchmarking (BBOB), which take place during the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Confer-
ence (GECCO). The benchmark includes 24 noiseless functions that are optimized in dimensionalities
from 2 to 40. The results are presented in the form of plots. The best method can be found by look-
ing for the maximum area under the curve. In BBOB competitions, algorithms do not have a limited
budget, but the plot ends at 107 run-length/N . Typically participants use the budget of 105N objective
function evaluations in order to not wait too long for the results.

The next benchmark is quite different from the aforementioned ones. The Black Box Optimization
Competition (BBComp) [45] implements a truly black-box scenario, i.e., optimized functions are not
known to the participants. What is more, the functions cannot be used to carefully tune parameters of
the algorithms because each registered participant of the competition has a budget limited to 100N2.
The participants are not obliged to publish or even describe their methods. There are 100 problems in
the benchmark. The problems are solved in dimensionalities from 2 to 64.

In all above benchmarks, the search space is constrained by box constraints, i.e., by the lower and
upper bounds of parameter values.

We analyzed the results of the listed benchmarks and, for each algorithm, identified a root concept
that was extended or just used. The results of that survey for CEC’2017 and CEC’2018 competitions
[46] are shown in Table 2. The best methods according to the overall results in 20 dimensions for
BBOB’2018 are shown in Table 3, and the best methods for BBCOMP’2017 and BBCOMP’2018 are
shown in Table 4. For BBCOMP, the only methods listed are those for which it was possible to find a
document with the description of the underlying algorithm.

From tables 2-4 we can observe that the names of the winners change in time and in the function of
used benchmarks, but most of the winning methods are connected to only a few root concepts — the
Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) [48] is used for 63% of the listed algorithms and Differential
Evolution (DE) [51] is used for 47% (some methods use both CMA and DE). Therefore, we will
survey the root concepts and then we will analyze their usefulness for DL.
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Table 2. The best algorithms from recent CEC competitions together with their root concepts

CEC’2017 CEC’2018
# alg. name root alg. name root
1 EBOwithCMAR[47] CMA[48] HS ES[49] CMA[48]
2 jSO[50] DE[51] LSHADE-ESP[52] DE[51]
3 LSHADE-cnEpSin[53] DE[51] ELSHADE SPACMA[54] DE[51], CMA[48]
4 LSHADE SPACMA[54] DE[51] EBOwithCMAR[47] CMA[48]
5 DES[55] DE[51], CMA[48] UMOEAsII[56] DE[51], CMA[48]

Table 3. The best algorithms from the BBOB’2018 competition together with their root concepts

# alg. name root
1 BIPOP-CMA-ES[57] CMA[48]
2 PSA-CMA-ESwRS[58] CMA[48]
3 CMAES-APOP[59] CMA[48]

Table 4. The best algorithms from recent BBCOMP competitions together with their root concepts. Only the
methods for which it was possible to find a document with the description of the underlying algorithm are listed

BBCOMP’2017 BBCOMP’2018
# alg. name root alg. name root
1 AS-AC-CMA-ES[60] CMA[48] biteopt2017[61] DE[51]
2 aDTS-CMA-ES[62] CMA[48] PSD-MADS[63] MADS[64]
3 two-stage[65] CMA[48] GAPSO[66] PSO[67], DE[51]
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3.2. Classical evolutionary algorithm

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a large group of metaheuristics that were inspired by the phe-
nomenon of natural evolution. The first EAs, called genetic algorithms, used sequences of bits to
encode solutions [68, 69]. Later it was noticed that real-coded algorithms are better, especially for
high-dimensional, multimodal problems [70, 71]. The pseudocode of a general, real-coded EA is
provided in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode of classical evolutionary algorithm (EA)
Input: Initial population P ;
Output: The best solution found BestSoFar
Objective←EvaluatePopulation(P );
BestSoFar ← ∅;
while StopCriterionNotMet() do

Tmp← Reproduction(P );
Candidates← GeneticOperations(Tmp);
CandidatesObjective←EvaluatePopulation(Candidates);
BestSoFar ←GetTheBestSol(BestSoFar, Candidates, CandidatesObjective);
P,Objective←Succession(P,Candidates,Objective, CandidatesObjective);

end
return BestSoFar;

EAs are usually described using a naming convention borrowed from natural evolution. An en-
coded single solution of the problem is named the “individual” and a group of individuals that is
maintained by the algorithm is called the “population”. The procedure that disturbs values of an in-
dividual’s parameters (genes) is called “mutation” and the procedure that creates a new solution by
combining features of existing solutions is called “crossover”.

In the approach presented in Algorithm 3, the initial population is provided as an input to the
algorithm. The size of the population has to be determined by the user. The initial values of parameters
of individuals are usually randomly drawn in the feasible area. The algorithm works until the stop
criterion is met. Usually, evolution is stopped after exhausting a given budget, which is expressed
in the number of objective function evaluations. Of course, more sophisticated stopping criteria are
also used, e.g. the algorithm can stop when it finds an optimum with a given error margin or when
stagnation is detected, i.e. when it is not able to improve the average value of an objective function for
several generations.

The first step in the algorithm’s loop is reproduction, which creates a new temporary population
Tmp by making copies of randomly selected individuals from the current population P . Better in-
dividuals have a higher chance of being included in Tmp. Tmp is the input for genetic operations
that produce a candidate population Candidates. The basic genetic operation is the mutation which
randomly disturbs values of the parameters of individuals (parents) to generate individuals (offspring)
in the neighborhood of the parents. The second genetic operator is the crossover, which is not required
for the evolution to work, yet it can speed up the process when it is properly defined.
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The last step in the EA loop is succession, which decides which individuals from the P ∪
Candidates will survive to the next iteration. There are many ways to concertize succession, re-
production and genetic operators. Here the basic but frequently used in practice concretizations will
be described.

The reproduction can be implemented as a tournament. The size of the tournament is a user-
defined parameter, but typically a tournament of size two is used. In that case, two individuals are
randomly drawn (with replacement) from the population. Their objective functions are compared
and the better of them is put into the resulting population. In tournament selection, the reproduction
probability p of an individual not only depends on its rank r but also on its chance of being selected

for the tournament: p (r) =
1

µ2

(
(µ− r + 1)2 − (µ− r)2

)
.

The mutation is usually implemented by adding Gaussian noise to the features of randomly se-
lected individuals. This approach forces users of the algorithm to provide two parameters: the mu-
tation strength σ and mutation probability, which can be perceived as the expected ratio of mutated
features.

If a crossover operator is used, usually it is performed before mutation, i.e. the result of the
crossover is mutated. One of the forms of that operator is called uniform crossover. In that approach,
two individuals (parents) are randomly selected from Tmp. Then for each feature, it is randomly
decided which parent will be the donor of the feature. As a result, the offspring has about half of the
features from the first parent and the rest are from the other parent.

The simplest succession is called “generative”. It just replaces P with Candidates, i.e. the
results of the genetic operations become a current population in the next iteration of the algorithm.
The weakness of this approach is that it is possible that a very good individual from population P is
forgotten, which slows down the algorithm that will try to rediscover the lost solution. There is no
such defect in elitist succession, where k best solutions from P are preserved for the next iteration.
The elite size k should be very small to maintain the ability of EA to explore the search space.

In the early days [72], the population size of EA was set between 50 and 100 individuals. It was
also popular to set it as a function of problem complexity [73]. Later it was noticed that population
size should not only be dependent on problem complexity but also it should change during evolution
[74].

The problem of setting population size, mutation strength and probabilities of mutation and
crossover is the main disadvantage of classical EA. As an advantage, we can consider that EA is
very simple to implement and it has low computational overhead. The more important advantage of
EA is that it is quite easy to create problem-specific genetic operators that can bring some domain
knowledge to the algorithm.

3.3. Evolution strategies

Evolution strategies (ESs) are a German development introduced by Rechenberg in the sixties and
further developed by Schwefel; therefore the first publications were in German. The first English
paper was about an application of ES [75], then there was a book by Schwefel [76]. Here, a two-
membered ES, also called (1+1)-ES, will be discussed. This strategy was described by Schwefel [77]
as “the minimal concept for an imitation of organic evolution”. It is the first algorithm with automatic
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adaptation of mutation strength. Its pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Pseudocode of two-membered evolution strategy ((1+1)-ES)
Input: Initial solution m; initial mutation strength σ; adaptation interval ai
Output: The best solution found BestSoFar
Obj ←Evaluate(m);
BestSoFar ← ∅;
SuccessMemory ← ∅;
iteration = 1;
while StopCriterionNotMet() do

Mutant← m+ σ ·N(0, 1);
MutObj ←Evaluate(Mutant);
if MutObj ≤ Obj then

AddToSuccessMemory(TRUE);
m←Mutant;
Obj ←MutObj;
BestSoFar ←Mutant;

else
AddToSuccessMemory(FALSE);

end
if iteration % ai = 0 then

if SuccessRatio(SuccessMemory, ai) > 1/5) then
σ ← 1.22 · σ;

end
if SuccessRatio(SuccessMemory, ai) < 1/5) then

σ ← 0.82 · σ;
end

end
iteration = iteration+ 1

end
return BestSoFar;

The strategy creates a mutant by adding a vector of normally distributed random numbers to the
current solution. The strength of the mutation is controlled by σ parameter, which is also called
mutation step size. If the mutant is not worse than the current solution m, it replaces m and the
success of the strategy is recorded. Otherwise, a failure is recorded. After every ai iteration, σ is
updated by the use of what is known as the one-fifth success rule. σ is increased if the strategy success
ratio in the last ai iterations is greater than 1/5. If the success ratio is less than 1/5, σ is decreased.
The 1/5 success rule is a result of the theoretical investigations on two simple objective functions
(quadratic and corridor model). Other parameters are selected experimentally.

Simplicity, low computational overhead and the auto-adaptation mechanism are the advantages of
(1+1)-ES. The disadvantage is that the strategy gets relatively easily stuck in local optima. Another
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disadvantage is that it requires the user to provide initial mutation strength and adaptation interval
values.

There are many more variants of ES — interested readers are referred to survey papers, e.g. [78,
79].

3.3.1. Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy

The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [48] is a very successful algorithm.
Most of the algorithms listed in Section 3.1 exploited the concept of Covariance Matrix Adaptation
(CMA). The pseudocode of CMA-ES is provided in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Pseudocode of Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES)
Input: Initial solution m; initial step size σ
Output: The best solution found BestSoFar
BestSoFar ← ∅;
µ, λ,C, pc, pσ ←SetInitialValues();
while StopCriterionNotMet() do

foreach i ∈ 1, . . . , λ do
P [i]← SampleMultivariateNormal(m, σ2C );

end
Objective←EvaluatePopulation(P );
O ←TheµBestSol( P,Objective );
BestSoFar ←GetTheBestSol(BestSoFar,O,Objective);
mNew ←UpdateM(O);
pσ ←UpdateIsotropicEvolutionPath(pσ, σ−1C−0.5(mNew −m));
pc ←UpdateAnisotropicEvolutionPath(pc, σ−1(mNew −m), ‖pσ‖);
C ←UpdateC(C, pc, σ,m,O);
σ ←UpdateSigma(σ, ‖pσ‖);
m← mNew;

end
return BestSoFar;

Unlike classical EA, CMA-ES does not maintain the whole population of individuals. It samples
the neighborhood of point m using multivariate normal distribution. The shape of the distribution
ellipsoid is controlled by the covariance matrix C, while mutation strength is controlled by step size
σ. Using the covariance matrix allows CMA-ES to capture relationships between features. Another
benefit is that it also makes the algorithm rotation invariant, i.e. the performance on a given objective
function is the same as on its rotated version. The number of samples λ generated in each iteration
of CMA-ES is set to 4 + b3 · log(N)c by default. This is a very small number when compared
to the population size of classical EA, e.g., CMA-ES uses only 18 samples per generation for 120
dimensional problems, whereas classical EA uses 1200 samples or more.

The objective function values calculated for all samples are used only to select and rank µ best
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solutions. CMA-ES uses µ = bλ/2c by default. The resulting solutions (O) are used to calculate a
new distribution mean m for the next iteration. m is moved towards better solutions by setting it to
a weighted mean of O. As a result, m creates a path in the search space, which is accumulated in pc
and pσ and used to update C and σ. The covariance matrix C is updated in a way to maximize the
probability of making successful steps: arg max

(
P
(
Oi−m
σ |C

))
, for all i = 1, . . . , µ. The step size

σ is controlled by a heuristic called cumulative step-size adaptation. The σ is increased when pσ is
over the expected value and decreased otherwise. This means that σ is increased whenmmoves down
the slope of the landscape of the objective function (shift of m is in more or less one direction) and
decreased when the algorithm is near the optimum, where the cumulative path of m is small.

CMA-ES is often considered to be a parameter-less algorithm. In fact, for more compli-
cated problems without standardized ranges of features it is required to set initial sigma to about
0.25 · (upperbound − lowerbound). For some problems, changing the default λ is also beneficial.
Nevertheless, in many cases CMA-ES may be treated as a parameter-less approach which makes it
easy to use. Another advantage of CMA-ES is that it is able to capture interactions between features
and also adapts mutation strength. It is also invariant to many types of transformations of the objective
function (e.g. rotation). When it comes to defects, the base algorithm has polynomial computational
complexity. It is not good at crossing saddles, i.e. it will not go to a neighboring global optimum if it
locates a wide enough local optimum. When it finds such an optimum it starts to reduce step size to
locate it more accurately. From that point, it is not possible to find another optimum even if we wait
an infinite amount of time.

3.4. Differential evolution

Differential evolution (DE) [51] is a simple but very efficient global optimization method. It was
the second most exploited concept by the algorithms listed in Section 3.1. The pseudocode of DE is
provided in Algorithm 6.

In classical DE, three distinct individuals (Base, R1, R2) are randomly taken from the current
population (P ) and used to generate a mutant. The mutant is a result of the sum of a scaled difference
between random individuals and the base individual. The scaling factor F is the parameter of the
algorithm. It is usually set to 0.8. The mutant is crossed over with the i-th individual which yields
a candidate solution (Candidate). The objective function value of the candidate is compared with
the objective function value of the i-th individual. When it is not worse, the candidate is included in
the next generation. Classical DE uses binomial crossover (bin). In that approach, for each feature
of an individual, a standard uniform random number is generated and compared with CR, which is
a user-specified parameter (CR ∈ (0, 1〉). If the generated number is smaller than CR, the feature is
taken from the mutant, otherwise it is taken from the i-th individual. The CR value is typically set in
a range from 0.5 to 0.9, whereas setting CR = 1 disables crossover.

In classical DE, the exploration-exploitation balance is shifted towards exploration; however, it is
easy to change the balance shift towards exploitation. The simplest approach to do so is to use the
best individual from the current population as a base individual. Of course, many other strategies of
base selection and differential mutation have been proposed to make the balance better. Many of these
strategies can be discerned by the naming convention that is used for DE. In that convention, the name
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Algorithm 6: Pseudocode of classical differential evolution (DE)
Input: Initial population P ; scaling factor F ; crossover rate CR
Output: The best solution found BestSoFar
Objective←EvaluatePopulation(P );
BestSoFar ← ∅;
while StopCriterionNotMet() do

foreach i ∈ 1, . . . , PopSize do
Base← RandomIndividual(P );
R1 ← RandomIndividual(P );
R2 ← RandomIndividual(P );
Mutant← Base+ F · (R1 −R2);
Candidate← BinomialCrossover(Mutant, P [i], CR);
Obj ←Evaluate(Candidate);
if Obj ≤ Objective[i] then

PNew[i]← Candidate;
BestSoFar ← Candidate;
ObjectiveNew[i]← Obj;

else
PNew[i]← P [i];
ObjectiveNew[i]← Objective[i];

end
end
P ← PNew;
Objective← ObjectiveNew;

end
return BestSoFar;

of the DE version has the form: DE/base individual selection/number of pairs of individuals used for
mutation/type of crossover. Therefore, classical DE is also named DE/rand/1/bin.

For problems where neighboring features are related, e.g., for designing a semiconductor double-
chirped mirror [80], it is better to use a crossover that combines continuous fragments of solutions
rather than picking features randomly from both parents. For those kinds of problems, exponential
crossover (exp) could be better. Exp starts from the random selection of an index of the feature. From
that index, consecutive features are copied from the mutant while a standard uniform random number
is less than CR. When copying reaches the last feature it is continued from the first feature.

The population size for DE is set to 10N as an initial guess, but it shrinks to 0.5N for high-
dimensional problems [81]. Generally, the optimal population size is problem-dependent [82].

DE has many advantages and the most important of them is auto-adaptation of mutation strength.
The DE approach is also simple to implement and its computational overhead is very low. The weak-
ness of the early versions of DE was that their users had to provide F and CR parameters. This
weakness was eliminated by introducing additional heuristics to set the parameters, e.g. [83, 84].
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There are plenty of papers connected with DE. Interested readers are referred to overview papers
[85, 86, 87].

3.5. Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) takes its origin from animal behavior, i.e. swarming and flocking,
and was first presented by Kennedy and Elberhart in 1995 [67]. Today, it is still considered a good
method for many optimization problems and is often found as a top-ranked algorithm in many com-
petitions (see Table 4). PSO maintains a single group of individuals (swarm of particles) and their
velocities. During optimization, the positions of these particles are adjusted according to appropriate
speed vector combinations. The pseudocode of PSO is provided in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: Pseudocode of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Input: Swarm size λ, Problem dimension N , Particle acceleration parameters: α, β, γ
Output: The best solution found BestSoFar
Particle, ParticleV elocity ←InitialSwarm(λ);
ParticleBestSoFar ← Particle ;
BestSoFar ← ∅ ;
while StopCriterionNotMet() do

foreach i ∈ 1, . . . , λ do
r1 ← β·RandomUniform(N );
r2 ← γ·RandomUniform(N );
ParticleV elocity[i]← αParticleV elocity[i] + r1 ◦
(ParticleBestSoFar[i]− Particle[i]) + r2 ◦ (BestSoFar − Particle[i]);
Particle[i]← Particle[i] + ParticleV elocity[i] ;
if Evaluate(Particle[i]) ≤ Evaluate(ParticleBestSoFar[i]) then

ParticleBestSoFar[i]← Particle[i] ;
if BestSoFar = ∅ or Evaluate(Particle[i]) ≤ Evaluate(BestSoFar) then

BestSoFar ← Particle[i] ;
end

end
end

end
return BestSoFar;

The main hyperparameter influencing the behavior of PSO is λ, which defines the number of
individuals in the swarm. The particle acceleration parameters are α, which specifies the proportion
of the previous velocity to retain, β and γ, which define how much information is taken from the
personal and the global best accordingly. All three of these parameters have an important role in the
individual swarm adjustment and influence the overall performance [88]. Thus, in some cases, the
meta-optimization layer is used to find the proper values for these hyperparameters [89].

The PSO algorithm starts with initializing each individual particle with a random value, based on
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the task’s dimension N and some prior assumptions about the distribution of parameters. The most
common setting is to use a uniform distribution over the search space RN , taking into account search
space boundaries. In the same random way, the initial velocity of particles is set.

There are some variations of PSO based on what information is used to calculate the new particle
velocity. Here, for the sake of simplicity, only the global best-so-far solution BestSoFar and the
particle’s personal ParticleBestSoFar[i] are used. However, there are many approaches based on
topology or a social network for the particles, e.g. taking information only from two closest neighbors,
forming cliques, etc.

The main algorithm loop goes through all of the particles in each iteration. The number of overall
iterations can be specified in the case of a constrained budget or the algorithm can be stopped when the
satisfied condition is reached. The processing of each particle in the swarm starts with the adjustment
— a direct mutation of the particle. This adjustment changes the position of the particle in the search
space based on the previous velocity, the best found solution of this particle and the global best of the
whole swarm. How much of the best previous values are mixed into the particle velocity is controlled
by input parameters and random values drawn from the uniform distribution. After the particle is
updated, its parameters are evaluated in order to update best-so-far values for the current particle and
for the whole swarm. The best value for the whole swarm is the solution returned by the algorithm.

3.6. Addressing the specificity of DL optimization problems

The optimization tasks that exist in DL were defined in Section 2.1. These tasks can be divided
into two groups. The first group contains problems like optimizing hyperparameters or generating
adversarial examples, i.e. highly multidimensional problems. The second group contains problems
like optimizing the hyperparameters of the neural network, i.e. low dimensional optimization problems
with expensive evaluation of the objective function.

The benchmarks mentioned in Section 3.1 assumed neither expensive evaluation nor very high-
dimensionality. The largest dimensionality used by the benchmarks is 100 and the budget is quite
large — 10000N for CEC. Therefore, the winners of discussed benchmarks can perform poorly in the
setup required by DL. Fortunately, the problem of expensive objective functions and the problem of
high dimensionality have been addressed by groups of researchers for several years.

3.6.1. Large-scale global optimization

There are variants of benchmarks and competitions that put stress on highly multidimensional prob-
lems. One of them is Large-Scale Global Optimization (LSGO) organized during CEC conferences.
The last two realizations of the competition were during CEC’2013 and CEC’2018. Both of them
used functions described in [90]. The benchmark consists of 15 functions that are solved in 1000
dimensions. The maximal budget is set to 3 · 106.

The second benchmark was used in the Special Issue of Soft Computing (SOCO) Journal
(SOCO’2011 [91]). The benchmark defines 19 functions of dimensionality from 50 to 1000. The
budget is set to 5000N .

We analyzed the results of CEC’2013 and SOCO’2011 and for the best algorithms we identified a
root concept that was extended or just used. The results of this survey are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. The best algorithms according to large-scale optimization benchmarks: CEC’2013 and SOCO’2011
together with their root concepts

CEC’2013 SOCO’2011
# alg. name root alg. name root
1 MOS-CEC2013[92] DE[51] MOS-SOCO2011[93] DE[51]
2 MA-SW-Chains[94] EA[71] jDElscop[95] DE[51]
3 2S-Ensemble[96] EDA[97] GaDE[98] DE[51]

According to Table 5, the best algorithm is MOS, but in CEC’2018 MOS was beaten by SHADE-
ILS [99] which is based on DE. It can be observed that most of the successful algorithms use a concept
of DE, although one algorithm uses EA and one EDA. EDA stands for the Estimation of Distribution
Algorithm. It is a kind of ES that explicitly calculates sampling distribution (like CMA-ES). Nowadays
there is a whole family of algorithms that use the EDA concept.

Classical CMA-ES cannot be used for LSGO because of its computational complexity, but there
are many modifications that do not require inversion of the covariance matrix, e.g. [100]. There are
also survey papers on large-scale variants of CMA-ES, e.g. [101].

It is worth mentioning that there are online services that facilitate comparisons of LSGO methods.
One of them is Midas [102], which uses four benchmarks. The newest service is TFLSGO [103],
which uses the CEC’2013 LSGO benchmark and the regular benchmark from CEC’2017.

3.6.2. Computationally expensive numerical optimization

The problem of an expensive objective function was also noticed by competition organizers. One of the
competitions is the CEC’2015 special session on bound constrained single-objective computationally
expensive numerical optimization [104]. The benchmark consists of 15 problems for dimensions 10
and 30, with a budget limited to 50N evaluations. The best methods from the benchmark and their
root concepts are listed in Table 6.

Table 6. The best algorithms according to the CEC’2015 benchmark for computationally expensive numerical
optimization, together with their root concepts

# alg. name root
1 MVMO[105] MVMO[106]
2 TunedCMAES[107] CMA[48]

According to the Table 6 MVMO is the winner. MVMO stands for Mean Variance Mapping
Optimization. It is a variant of EA with a single parent-offspring scheme. MVMO normalizes values
of all parameters of the solution into a range 〈0, 1〉. The mutation is performed by the use of a special
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mapping function whose shape depends on the mean and variance of the n-th best solutions found so
far.

The CMA-ES concept is also good for expensive optimization. It is quite intuitive because even
in its default setup, CMA-ES uses small populations. It is also worth mentioning that there are even
versions of CMA-ES that generate only one solution per generation, e.g. [108].

3.6.3. Robustness of the solutions

All metaheuristics mentioned in this chapter are global optimization algorithms. However, we have
to bear in mind that they neither guarantee to find the global optimum nor find it for complicated
objective functions. For large search spaces and a limited budget, the algorithms have a chance to
search only a fragment of the search space. The selection of the fragment and the sampling density
in that fragment depends on the heuristics employed in each algorithm. Therefore, each metaheuristic
introduces a search bias, i.e. results found by different methods may have different properties. One of
such interesting properties of population-based EAs is a phenomenon called “survival of the flattest”
[109]. The phenomenon is manifested by a preference of individuals whose objective function values
are less sensitive to mutations. This means that a narrow optimum is not attractive for evolution
because it is hard to generate a good mutant that hits the optimum. On the other hand, a worse but
wide optimum is attractive because most individuals will be of good quality. It has even been shown
that when classical EA is started in global optimum, it moves to the local but wider optimum where
mutation strength is increased [110]. This feature of population-based EAs may be beneficial in DL
tasks because EAs naturally generate models that are more robust [111], which can improve their
generalization abilities. The possible benefits are especially visible for protecting the classifier from
adversarial attacks.

4. Trends and perspectives

4.1. Current metaheuristic applications

One of the successful applications of metaheuristics in combination with DL models is connected
with training FFNNs using the PSO algorithm [112]. The authors claim that PSO trains FFNNs with
a performance similar to gradient-based methods, arguing that the latter suffer from local optima
and that these algorithms are strongly dependent on problem-specific settings. The experiments were
conducted on numerous tasks — small real-life data prediction problems along with some artificial
ones. The results show the superiority of PSO compared to a gradient method and EA in cases where
a high number of local minima is known to exist. One limitation, however, is that the experiments
used a very simple network — one hidden layer with 2-8 neurons, up to seven inputs and a single
output. The authors claim that in such a setting the models have minimal complexity which makes the
training task difficult. While the reasoning in this publication was sound, it may seem inadequate to
even consider it in connection with DL techniques. However, it presents a historical view on how PSO
was adopted over a decade ago. Additionally, this work received quite a bit of attention in references
from other researchers.
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PSO and backpropagation were also compared as training algorithms for neural networks in [113].
Still, the used network with two inputs, three hidden units and a single output is not even close to the
usage of neural networks nowadays. More recent results on training RNN models are presented in the
paper [114]. The authors claim to get comparable or even better results using PSO in comparison to
GD methods. However, there is no information about the architecture of the network, so the reader
cannot get information about the number of final parameters that were trained.

An interesting approach of using a hybrid method — PSO with a gradient-based optimizer —
was presented in [115]. The idea of this hybrid is to combine the best aspects of two worlds: PSO’s
global search and the benefits of a quick local search utilizing GD. The hybrid was applied to FFNN
training. In the initial phase, the PSO algorithm is used with random distribution in the problem space.
Then, after some iterations, the method switches to the backpropagation-based algorithm. This phase
is crucial and constitutes a key aspect of the proposed algorithm. The transition is performed when
the best fitness value in the history of all particles has stopped improving for a defined number of
iterations. At this point, the authors assumed that the particles lost the ability to find a better solution
and that GD can start exploiting the local area. Still, the solution was tested on a rather toy-sized
network. The authors selected three basic problems for performing their experiments: parity bits,
function approximation (sin(2x)e−x) and the Iris classification problem. The results show that in less
CPU time, the proposed algorithm can get higher training accuracy than GD or PSO alone.

Another metaheuristic which has been successfully applied within the DL ecosystem is called
Natural Evolution Strategies (NES) [116, 117]. NES-based algorithms are within the ES group, which
was presented in Section 3.3. These methods utilize the natural gradient to update distribution param-
eters. For large search spaces, variants of NES do not use full covariance matrices, e.g. they limit
C to the diagonal only. These desirable properties have been utilized in [117], where a version of
NES called Separable-NES is applied to find a controller for non-Markovian double pole balancing,
which is a reinforcement learning task solved using neuroevolution. More recent work in the field of
deep reinforcement learning has shown that NES algorithms may be a viable solution to optimization
problems within that domain [118]. The authors show that such methods parallelize well and provide
significant performance gains in comparison to traditionally used approaches, and are better suited to
low precision hardware architectures commonly used for DL training. Furthermore, it may be benefi-
cial to incorporate non-differentiable elements in the model’s architecture which would be difficult in
combination with gradient-based methods.

In the domain of adversarial examples, there are also cases in which NES approaches have been
applied. One such example is [119], where the authors present an attack method based on NES
strategies and test it in multiple threat models. DE has also been utilized for similar purposes in the
one pixel attack [120], which is a method for generating adversarial examples using a single pixel.

4.2. General discussion

As large scale optimization of non-convex loss functions for neural networks are commonly handled
by gradient methods and backpropagation, many successful applications of this tandem propel such a
choice. Thus, works that shed some light on the theory or practical aspects of this approach are useful
and getting attention.
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In a 2014 paper [29], the authors argued that the proliferation of saddle points in the loss function
landscape is more influential on the whole training process than finding the global optimum itself.
From the practical point of view, finding a local optimum using existing gradient methods is quite
easy and presents satisfactory results. Thus, to improve the application of existing approaches, the
authors introduced a new method — a saddle-free Newton approach, that can rapidly escape high
dimensional saddle points, unlike GD or quasi-Newton methods.

Historically, neural networks have been trained using methods originating from GD, which are
local in their nature, and due to this, substantial research efforts have been put into determining if
such practice is sufficient or if searching for the global minimum would lead to obtaining significantly
better results. An intriguing property of multi-layer, large neural networks is that while training with
SGD, many local minimas can be discovered. However, doing multiple experiments consistently
give very similar performance on a test set. This property was explained in work [121], with both a
theoretical and experimental approach. The authors used the random matrix theory in order to verify
their hypothesis, in which besides the local minima equivalence they prove two peculiar properties.
The first claims that the probability of finding a high-valued local minimum is non-zero for small-
sized networks and decreases quickly with network size. Second, while struggling to find the global
optimum (as opposed to the many good local ones) the generalization of the model is sacrificed. Thus,
in practice it is not useful. From the empirical standpoint, the authors conducted experiments with the
SGD method over the scaled MNIST data set.

More recent work on this subject shows on one hand that spurious local minima are common in (at
least) some types of neural networks [122]. On the other hand, many papers argue that the solutions
to which the gradient methods converge are close to or even equal to the globally optimal in the case
of other architectures [123, 124, 125, 126]. Considering all the assumptions made by these works we
may conclude that the question in the general case seems to be largely open.

The argument about whether optimizing parameters of a given model requires solving a global or
only a local optimization task has yet another twist when considering metaheuristic algorithms. Due
to the survival of the flattest effect (described in Section 3.6.3), in practice the solutions found using
such methods are not global optima but rather robust local optima. An intuition is that narrow peaks
of the objective function are vulnerable to negative effects of mutations, i.e., even a small mutation
applied to a working point may “push it” out of the peak. Such an effect could explain why some
researchers report (e.g. the authors of [118], as discussed in Section 4.1) that solutions found using
metaheuristics are more stable in comparison to the ones found using gradient methods.

Another perspective on this matter could be attained by considering the phenomenon of adversarial
examples. One possible explanation of the existence of these examples is called evolutionary stalling
[127] and seems very similar to the survival of the flattest effect. The intuition given by the authors is
that as gradient optimization of a classification model is being performed, the gradients of the correctly
classified data points are close to zero and effectively stop contributing to the objective function value.
This results in a situation in which most of the training points are close to the decision boundary in the
model’s hyperspace and thus the model is susceptible to adversarial attacks. The authors of [127] try
to overcome this effect by batching the gradients, so they still apply a gradient-based method.

A somewhat similar idea, although formulated from different grounds, has been given by the
authors of [15] who propose reformulating the optimization task from Eq. 1 into the following saddle
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point problem:

θ∗ = arg min
θ∈Θ

ρ(θ) (14)

ρ(θ) = E(x,y)∼D max
r∈S
L(θ,x + r, y) , (15)

where the inner ρ function performs adversarial maximization — i.e. tries to find a worst case per-
turbation r ∈ S, with S being the subset of perturbations allowed by the assumed threat model. This
means that the model parameters must be such that the loss function remains low within a region
around vector x. One interesting question regarding this approach and the one from [127] is whether
simply applying a metaheuristic would yield similar results.

5. Conclusions

From a high-level perspective, metaheuristic optimization and DL appear to be completely different
worlds. On one hand, we have a research domain which is in a large part driven by the concept of
black-box optimization, i.e. tasks in which little or nothing is known about the structure and properties
of the goal function. This is reflected in the way competitions like CEC or BBOB are organized and
what kinds of challenges they present to participants. This is also visible in metaheuristic algorithms,
which are usually designed with few assumptions about the objective function being optimized. When
these methods are evaluated, often very complicated and unpredictable search spaces are utilized.
However, the dimensionality of considered problems is not very large compared to the dimensionality
of problems emerging in the DL field.

On the other hand, there is DL, a very large ecosystem with countless types of model architectures
and a handful of practically applied optimization methods. Although the models implemented by DL
architectures are complicated nonlinear functions, they usually have a well-organized structure and
are built up from simple, well-defined and differentiable elements. The most popular optimization
algorithms deeply rely on these assumptions as they need to be able to perform GD. This means that
in some cases (e.g. LSTMs or Highway Networks), compromises have to be made in order to make
training possible. Furthermore, larger models seem to be easier to train, as multiple researchers report
that over-parametrization is an important aspect which diminishes the problems connected with low-
quality local minima [121, 123]. In some sense, the current trends in DL seem to represent a different
paradigm than the one from metaheuristic research: instead of trying to create an algorithm which is
able to train any given model structure, the structure itself is modified to match the algorithm. Yet the
field still struggles with problems which might be connected with overfitting or finding optimization
solutions that are simply not robust enough.

The relatively few works that fall into the intersection of these two worlds bring some interesting
observations. The published positive results show that it often might be beneficial to apply meta-
heuristics to DL problems. First of all, the possibility of extending the models with complicated,
non-differentiable elements is an advantage. Moreover, a clever implementation of optimizing meth-
ods may also result in improved overall training performance. It is also worth noticing that model
robustness seems to be positively affected by estimating parameters using metaheuristic algorithms,
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which seems to be important for demanding real-world environments. As demonstrated by the phe-
nomenon of adversarial examples, the current generation of DL models often demonstrates unstable
behavior. In this light, exploring the possibilities and potential benefits that metaheuristics can bring
into the DL environment becomes a very interesting and important research subject.
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